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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of Russell [6] and Sathaye 
[7j dealing with the cancellation problem for K[X, Y] [l, 2, lo] and the em- 
bedding problem for planes in 3-space [2, 5.111. 
We denote by @I the polynomial ring KIX1 ,..., X,] over a field (or ring) K. 
Suppose K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p (possibly zero), 
and suppose A is a finitely generated factorial K-algebra. Suppose II, b E A. 
Russell proves, in [6’j, that if A[u/b] s Kr21, then A E KM The main theorem 
of this work asserts the same conclusion if A[n(~/b)l/~] G kc”], n > 1, if n is 
not divisible by p. 
It follows that if A is a K-algebra with A[T] c Rc31, then A s K121 if there is 
a variable in K[sl of the form bTn - a. (Theorem 1.3 of [6] asserts this when 
n = 1.) 
A second corollary says that if f~ 121.31 = K[X, Y, Z] is of the form 
g,(X, y> zn + &4x, y>, and Km/f . K[sl g k121 (i.e. the variety defined by f 
is isomorphic to the atline plane), thenf is a “variable,” i.e., there exist h, g E AL31 
such that K[f, g, h] = Klsl. 
By a system of variables in Mnl, we mean a collection fi ,..., fn E krnl such that 
kv; ,..., fn] = k[“l. A variable in kImI is an element f of k[%l which can be com- 
pleted to a system of variables. However, we frequently abuse this terminology 
by using the plural “variables” to mean “system of variables.” Thus when we 
say “we may choose variables X, Y such that . ..” we mean X, Y forms a system 
of variables. 
For any ring A, we denote by A* the group of units in A. 
THEOREM. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p (possibly 
xero), and let A, an integral domain, be finitely generated normal k-algebra. Let 
a, b E A, b # 0, and suppose that B = A[T]/(bT% - a) zlc kL21, where n is an 
integer >l, not divisible by p. Then there are variables X, Y of B such that Y 
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is the image of T in B, and such that b = f (X), a = f (X) Y” for some f E k[X’J, 
and such that A = k[X, f (X) Y”]. In particular A =k kc21. 
Before proving the theorem, we will derive its consequences. 
COROLLARY 1. Let k be an algebraically closedfield of characteristic p ( possibly 
zero) g E kB1, and k[31/gk[31 r kL21. Suppose there exist variables X, Y, Z of 
kB1 for which g = bZ” - a with a, b E k[X, Y], b # 0, and n > 1 not divisible 
by p. Then there exist variables X’, Y’ in k[X, Y] such that a = Y’ and b E k[X’], 
and k[X, Y, Z] = k[X’,g, 21. 
Proof. Letting A = k[X, Y], we have B = A[Z]/(bZn - a) G k121. It 
follows from the theorem that the desired variables exist, and so writing 
b = f (xl), we see that 
k[X, Y, Z] = k[X’, Y’, Z] = k[X’, f (X’) 2” - Y’, Z] = k[X’,g, 21. 
COROLLARY 2. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p (possibly xero), 
and suppose A is a k-algebra and T an indeterminant such that A[T] =.lc kP1. 
Suppose there is a variable in kr31 of the form bT” - a, with a, b E A, b # 0 
(identqying A[T] with kr31), and n > 1 not divisible by p. Then A sk kr21. 
Proof. We first assume k is algebraically closed. One easily verifies that A 
is normal, and that A[T]/(bTn - a) =k k121. The theorem says that A gK kC21. 
Now if k is perfect, let K be its algebraic closure. It is clear that the hypotheses 
of the corollary are satisfied replacing k by E and A by A Ok 5. Thus we have 
A OK K eli KM We now appeal to the main theorem of [4], which says that all 
separable forms of k[21 are trivial. Hence A =k kW 
COROLLARY 3. In the situation of Corollary 2, suppose that p # 2 and there 
is a variable in kDI which is a manic quadratic polynomial in T (with coeflcients 
in A). Then A sk k121. 
Proof. Let 2 = T2 + CT + d be the variable. Let T’ = T + c/2. Then 
A[T] = A[T’] and 2 = T12 - a with a = c2/4 - d. Now apply Corollary 2 
to get A =k kL21. 
Remarks. (1) Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 are true if we assume n = 1. 
These facts are among the results of [7, 61 alluded to in the Introduction. 
(2) Corollary 2 is true if b = 0. In this case, A is stably isomorphic as 
a k[a] algebra to k[a][ll, and hence is isomorphic to kr21 (see [l, 4.5; 2, 
Theorem 3.51 or [ll, Theorem 4.181). 
Proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA (Sathaye [7]). Let k be a jield, and suppose X’ is a variable in 
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km] = k[X, ,..., X,] which is comuximul with X, (i.e. X’krnJ + XIKrnI = krnl). 
ThenX’=orX,tBwithcr,BEk,cufO. 
Proof. Modulo X1 , X is a unit, and so X’ = f * X, + /3 with f e krnl, 
/3 E k. Since X’ is a variable, so is X’ - /3 = f. X1 . In particular f * Xl is 
irreducible, so f E k, f # 0. 
As in the theorem, let B = A[T]/(6T” - a). Let t be the image of T in B. 
Identifying a/b with tn, A[u/b] will be considered as a subring of B, and will be 
denoted A’. B is integral over A’, and 
B = A’ @ A’t @ ... @ A’t”-l. (1) 
Let w E k be a primitive nth root of unity. Let c be the A’-automorphism 
of B which sends t to wt. It follows from (1) that for all g E B, t dividesg - e(g), 
and that A’ is the ring of elements fixed by E. Since k is algebraically closed and 
B E kc21, we may choose an augmentation y: B -+ k such that y(t) = 0. For 
any x E B, we write x = a, + a,t + ... + uneltn-l respecting the decompo- 
sition of (I). Then y E (zc) - y(x) = l (uc,); h ence l respects the augmentation y. 
Choose variables X, Y of B = kc21 so that y(X) == y(Y) = 0. With respect to 
this choice, E is an element of GA,O(k), the group of automorphisms of k[X, Y] 
which fix the ideal generated by X and Y (see Appendix). The subgroup (6) 
of GA,O(k) generated by E is cyclic of order n. Since GA,O(k) is the amalgamated 
free product GL,(k) *+) d,O(k) ( see Appendix, Theorem 2) any finite cyclic 
subgroup is conjugate to a subgroup of CL,(k) or to a subgroup of g20(k) (see 
[8, Sect. 1.3, Corollary I]; for the statement of the needed result, see Appendix, 
Theorem 3). Thus, by changing the variables X, Y, one may assume that 
either (6) C c72o(k) or (E) C GL,(k). 
It will be shown in either case that X, Y can be altered so that XE A’ and 
Y = t. 
Case 1. (e) C b,O(k). In this case l = (& - h(Y), PY) with 01, /3 E k*, 
h(O) = 0 (see Appendix). Then Y - c(Y) = (I - /I) Y. 
If /3 # 1, then since t divides Y - l ( Y), t is a constant multiple of Y, and 
so we may assume t -= Y (t $ B*, since B* = k*). The fact that t (= Y) 
divides X - E(X) = (1 - a) X + h(Y) implies a = 1. Write X = a, + 
a,t + -*. + u,-ltn-l with a, ,..., a,-, E A’. Then h(Y) = h(t) = X - c(X) = 
(1 - W) %t + (I - w)~ u.# + a.* + (I - w)“+r un-ltn-l. Now write h(t) = 
a0 + alt + ... + udtd with ae ,..., 0~~ E k. We realize h(t) as an A’-linear com- 
bination of 1, t,..., tn-l by lowering the degree of this equation using tn = u/b. 
It follows that the coefficients a,, a2 ,..., a,-, lie in k[u/b] = k[tn] = k[Y”]. 
Thus X is of the form a, + g(Y) with g(Y) E k[Y], and so after performing an 
elementary change of variables, one has X E A’ as desired. 
If /? =-- 1, then Y = l ( Y), so Y E A’. Writing X == a0 + u,t + *.. + u,-lt+l, 
then c(X) = OLX + h(Y) 1 au0 + h(Y) + qt + *.. + aa,-It”-l = a, + 
ww + ... -j- da,-p-1. Hence a, = our, + h(Y) and wGzi = uui for 
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i = l,..., n - 1. If OL = 1, then the equations wtal = cyai show that 41 = **. = 
a,-, = 0, since w is a primitive nth root of unity. But then X E A’ and Y E A’, 
which is impossible since A’ # B. So 01 # 1. Then h(Y) = (1 - a) a,, , and 
so a, E K[Y]. Therefore we can make an elementary change of variables to get 
a, = 0. Then t divides X, and since X is irreducible, X is a constant multiple of 
t, so one may assume X = t. Now we switch X and Y to obtain X E A’, Y = t. 
Case 2. (E) C G&(k). Then E = (&!Z + ar’Y, /3X + /3’Y) with 01, LY’, p, ,9’ E k, 
c@ - /IQ’ # 0. Writing 
x = a, + u,t + * * * + ung-1, 
Y = b, + b,t + *-a + b,J”--1, 
with us ,..., u,-~ , b0 ,..., b,-, E A’, then (a,, ba)(z, $) = (a,, bs). Now, E # id 
and so if b, # 0, a, is constant multiple of b, . Thus by making an elementary 
linear homogeneous change of variables, it can be arranged that b, = 0. Then 
divides Y, and one may assume t = Y. With these arrangements made, one 
sees that a, # 0 (otherwise Y divides X) and so ,9 = 0 (since E respects the 
decomposition of (1)). Thus z E 8,0(k) an we proceed as in Case 1 to arrange d 
XEA’. 
With X, Y chosen so that X E A’, Y = t, one can see that A’ = k[X, u/b]. 
For given c E A’, write c = g,,(X) + gr(X) t + 0.. + gd(X) td, with 
g, ,..., g, E k[x] and reduce this expression using tn = u/b to get c = c,, +
c1t + a** + cnwltn with c, ,..., c,-~ E k[X, u/b]. But CE A’ implies c = csrz 
4-K 4. 
(The rest of the argument resembles Russell’s proof of Theorem 1.3 in [6].) 
In fact, X can be chosen in A with b E k[x], as the following argument shows. 
If b E A* (= k*), then A’ = A, so X E A. Otherwise, note that there is no 
height one prime ideal of A which contains both a and b. For if p were such, 
we would have pA[T] = (bT - a) A[T], which is clearly impossible. Also 
note that since a, b E bA’, b = A n bA’, is a height two ideal in A. Let p, ,..., p, 
be the distinct irreducible factors of b in A’, and for i = l,..., m, let 
pi = A n p,A’. Since pi 1 b, pi is a maximal ideal of A (A is clearly two dimen- 
sional), and so A/p, g k. Therefore A’/piA’ = k[z] s k[ll, where z is the 
image of u/b. It follows easily that the map A’/piA’ + A’/piA’ is an isomorphism, 
so piA’ = p,A’. This shows that the ideals p1 ,..., pm are distinct, and therefore 
that the elements p1 ,..., p, are comaximal in A’. If g(z) is the image of X in 
A’/p,A’ = k[z], then X - g(u/b) is d ivisible by p1 (in A’). But X - g(u/b) = 
X - g( Y”) is a variable (in both A’ and B); hence it is a constant multiple of p1 . 
Clearly B = k[p, , Y], so one may assume X = p, . In like manner, each of 
Pz 9’.., Pm are variables, and according to the lemma, p, = ar,X + fli with tii ek*, 
j?$ E k, i = 2,..., m. Therefore b E k[Xj. It follows that X is integral over A; 
hence X E A since A is normal. 
We now have B = k[X, Y] with XE A, Y = tn, and b = f(X) E k[x]. 
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We will show that A q k[X, a] and the theorem will be proved, since 
(j = bf” =..f(X) y’l. 
,First we claim that whenever h E K[X, a] and b divides It in A, then b divides 
h in K[X, a]. To see this, write 
h = h,(X) + h(X) a + ... -1- hd(X) ad. 
Since b divides u in A’, it follows that b divides h,(X) in A’. But this implies b 
divides h,(X) in k[X], since A’ = k[X, u/n] zk kt21, and so 6 divides h,(X) 
in k[X, a]. So we may replace h by h - h,(X) = h,(X) a f- ... + hd(X) ad. 
Let h’ = h,(X) + h,(X) a + .** + hd(X) ad-l. Then h = h’u. Since there are 
no height one prime ideals of A which contain both a and 6, and since 6 divides 
Ku, it follows from the normality of A that b divides h’ in A (h’/b is in every 
localization of A at a height one prime ideal). Now we argue as before that 6 
divides h,(X) in K[X, a]. We continue this process to conclude that b divides 
each of h,(X),..., hd(X) in k[X, a], which proves the claim. 
Given c E A, then c E K[X, u/b] = A’. We claim that whenever c can be 
written as 
h, + h, ’ (a/b) + *-* + hd ’ (a/6)d 
with ha , h, ,..., hd E K[X, a], d > 0, then we can express c as such a polynomial 
of lower degree. Multiplying by bd, one sees that b divides h,,ud in A. But since 
no height one prime ideal of A contains both a and b, it follows that b divides 
h6 in A. By the claim established in the preceding paragraph, b divides h, in 
R[X, u]. Writing h, = bh’, then 
c = h, + h, * (a/b) + *** + hd-2 * (~/b)~-~ + (hd-l + ah’)(~/b)~-l 
with hdel + ah’ E R[X, u]. 
We may continue this process to conclude that c E k[X, a]. Hence we have 
,shown A = K[X, u], and the theorem is proved. 
APPENDIX 
In the course of the proof of the main theorem, some non-trivial facts are 
used which, although familiar to certain circles of mathematicians, the reader 
may not be aware of. It therefore behooves us to introduce some terminology 
and state the needed results about the automorphism group of K[X, Y], and the 
pertinent facts from group theory. 
For a field k, we denote by GA,(K) (or GA,) the group Autk(kInI) of R-linear 
ring automorphisms of krnl = K[X, ,..., X,]. An element ‘p of GA,(R) is 
uniquely determined by a hector (Fr ,..., F ) where v(X,) = Fi E J@l, and so 
we write v = (Fl ,..., F ). If # = (G, ,..., G,) E GA,, , then $v = (Hr ,..., H,) 
where H1 = F,(G, ,..., G,). 
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The subgroup of linear, or u&e, automorphisms in GA, consists of those of 
the form 9 = (Fr ,..., F ,) where 
& = ad& + *-* + an.Jn + t% 
with 
ai.f 9 lb E 4 (4 E GL(k). 
This subgroup we denote by Afn . Such an automorphism q~ is associated to 
the matrix 
and this defines an isomorphism from Af,, to the group of matrices of this form 
in GL,+l . It is clear that this isomorphism identifies GL,(k) with the subgroup 
of linear homogeneous automorphism (i.e. graded automorphisms) in GA,, . 
An elementary automorphism in GA, is one of the form 
(Xl ,***, Xi-1 9 xi + f (x* ,***s xi-l 9 xi+1 ,-*-p X,)3 Xi+1 ****9 XJ* 
The subgroup genrated by such is denoted EA, . 
Let GA,,0 be the group of automorphisms which stabilize the ideal generated 
by the variables Xi ,..., X, . Then 9 = (Fi ,..., F ) E GA,, is in GA,,0 if and only 
if F,(O) = e.0 = F,(O) = 0. 
For the case rr = 2, the following highly non-trivial theorem was first proved 
by Jung in [3] for the case char(k) = 0, and by Van Der Kulk in [9] for the 
general case. A proof may also be found in [5]. 
THEOREM 1. For any field k, GA,(k) ’ g ES enerated by the subgroups GL,(k) 
and EA,(k). 
Now let &‘a be the subgroup of GA, consisting of automorphisms of the form 
(uX + f (Y), WY + c) where U, w E k*, c E k. Then clearly c?‘~ contains all 
elementary automorphisms of the form (X +f(Y), Y). Furthermore, letting 
v = (X + f(Y), Y), # = (Y, X), then I+$+-~ = (X, Y + f (X)). It follows 
from this observation, and from Theorem 1, that c$‘~ and Afi generate GA, . 
Let b,O = GA,O n P “2. 
THEOREM 2. For any field k, (a) GA,(k) is the free product of Af,(k) and &‘z(k), 
amalgamated along their intersection, which is the lower triangular subgroup of 
Aft(k), denoted Bf,(k). (b) GA,O(k) is the free product of GL,(k) and b,O(k), 
amalgamated akmg their intersection, which is the lower triangular subgroup of 
GL,(k), denoted B,(k) 
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One easily verifies the equivalence of the two assertions with the aid of the 
following observation: If we let Tr, be the group of translations, i.e. those auto- 
morphisms of the form (X -k a, Y + /I), CY, /? E k, then GA, = TY, . GA,O; 
Af2 = Tr, . GL, ; and b, = Tr, . gzO. The proof of the theorem can be found 
in [5, Theorem 3.3; 1 I, Theorem 5.261, or [4, Theorem 21. 
The proof of the main theorem makes use of one result from combinatorial 
group theory. Suppose {Gi}i,, is a family of groups, A is a group, and hi ; A --+ Gi 
is a monomorphism for all i E I. We write *A Gi for the free product of the family 
{Gili., amalgamated along A (via hi). For j E Z, there is a canonical inclusion 
THEOREM 3. Suppose x E *A Gi is of finite order. Then there exists j E I 
andyE*~Gisuchthatyxy-‘EGj. 
(See [8, Sect. 1.3, Corollary 1). 
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